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V1.1 of this talk



Legal Experience Design  
Human Experience Design



“Accessibility benefits everyone”



WCAG?



WCAG compliance is not UX data.



How long should it take to book a taxi?





5 mins 
12 mins 

4 mins 
20 mins11 mins 

9 mins



And what about the other 20 systems 
they use every day? 

Do they take shorter or fewer brakes? 
Should they work longer hours? 
Should they be less productive? 



Who?



There are 15%, 20% or 30%+ 
“disabled” people…



Other Cognitive & Learning 15+% 

Severely Hearing Impaired 12+% 

Upper Body Motor 8% 

Severely Vision Impaired 4% 

ASC & Severe Learning 5% 

Deaf <0.5% 

Blind   <1% 
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35 to 45%? 



Not everyone identifies as 
disabled and some people 
do not recognise they have 

a disability or want to 
declare they have a 

disability



Demographics are not lived experiences



“If you’ve met one 
autistic person, 
congratulations 
you’ve met one 
autistic person” 

Jamie Knight, BBC



quantitativequalitative



Qualitative research gives you the time to 
do due diligence, ask questions as part of the 
UX Design process, because the numbers of 
participants is relatively small



Qualitative research cannot help evaluate a 
design because you can never get a 
statistically significant sample for each 
disability group.



Quantitative research can and should be 
used for evaluation however… 



Demographics  
Medical Data

1



Social or Medical Model of Disability?



Impairment + Environment = Disability



No-one is disabled until someone designs 
something that does not consider their 

needs



“Indifference 
towards people 
and the reality in 
which they live is 
actually the one 
and only cardinal 
sin in design” 

Dieter Rams



Human Experience Design











What is an acceptable degree of 
inaccuracy?



Readability Group Algorithms  
 
Needs 
Vision Impairment 
Dyslexia (Phonology) 
Mainstream Readers 
Contrast Processing





Demographics > Needs and Preferences



Language A11y 
Dyslexia  
Learning Disability 
Low Literacy 
Age Related Cognition  
Second Language



Cognitive & Learning 5% 

Dyslexia 10% 

Second Language 1.6% 

Lower Literacy 16.5% 

≈33%

Intersectional Need - Language A11y 



Other Cognitive & Learning 15% 

Hearing Impaired 4% 

Cognitive & Learning 5% 

Second Language (UK) 1.6% 

26%? 

Deaf or deaf <0.5%

Need - Closed Captions 



High Viz Colours 

Visual First 

Cognitive Load 

Language a11y 

80+% 

Larger Fonts… 

Standard Behaviour

Prefer - Closed Captions 



Data Collection
100 Offered and Gathered User Data Points 
(20 Needs Group Algorithms) 
Platform Data 
+UX Study



Needs and Preferences 

1. Preferred Modalities (x2) 
2. UX Needs Groups (x5) 
3. Preferences (x6) 
4. Neurodivergent Intersections (6) 
5. Standard Behaviour





UX Preferences 
and Needs of 
Participants

 



UX Feedback

Platform

Contextual
Needs and Preferences



Data Security  

Needs are not conditions and are intersectional. 
Gathered data is anonymised. 
Reports are aggregated. 
+ 
The site does not collect the data.  
The site identity is unknown to the data collector. 
Small data samples are not reported…



What are the opportunities afforded by 
inclusive design data?



UX



Evaluate

Improve

Deliver

Test
Qual ResearchQuant UX Research



Multivariate Tests  
 
Show the impact of different design decisions on different 
needs groups.



Targeting Resources  
 
By continuous monitoring as part of the release cycle the 
data can show if an issue has arisen, on what product, for 
which group of users and even what the nature of the barrier 
is in terms of user experience.  
 
This means usability and accessibility testing can be 
focused on where they are needed most.



Change Management  
 
Running studies as part of the release cycle on individual 
products, it is possible to provide evidence to identify which 
teams are most in need of support and training. 



Inclusive Employment  
 
Using this type of study on internal systems you can quickly 
identify which systems undermine your efforts to be an 
inclusive employer.  
 
This can help increase productivity in an ethical way.



Accessibility Impact  
 
When tracked over time, the impact of an accessibility or 
inclusive design programme can be measured on an 
ongoing basis, based on customer or employee outcomes. 

Accessibility Benefits Everyone!



What’s next?  
 
Websites 
Enterprise Systems 
Mobile Applications 
Games…



What’s next?  
 
 

Talk to us!



Thank you 
@garethfw 
Illustrations by 
The Noun Project and Hasbro
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